HighLife Samples brings the next installment of our Ableton Templates Series with another amazing
Ableton Template. Ableton House Template 2016 is a must have for both beginners and pro
producers.
Get that modern House sound you keep hearing in all the clubs by deconstructing our Ableton House
Template, the Ultimate way to learn fast and with the most reliable sounds around.
This project uses only two third party VSTi instruments: Native Instrument Massive and Reveal
Sound Spire. Includes the full arrangement with WAV files, MIDI files, instrument preset’s, mixing,
track layers, Side Chain, Drums, Basslines and automation of each instrument.
This template is a 100% royalty-free template project. You can change parts of the track with your
melodies and your ideas or you can use this project as an educational and inspirational tool to learn
how all the sounds can fit together to create a full, solid sounding tune.
Also we include the Mastering Ableton project file. To mastering the track we used the FabFilter
plugins. Open the project file in your Ableton, study and learn our mastering tricks.
This Ableton Template was created by Magic Tracks Production

More than one reason to buy this Template:
1. Open the Template in to your Ableton and play with it.
2. Use this project as an educational and inspirational tool.
3. Reconstruct the Template and make a new unique track.
4. Use the vst preset’s for other projects.
5. Study the MIDI files to learn how the melodies were made, re-arrange them and use them with
your own vst presets

Pack Details:
In order to run this project fully you will need one of the following VST Instruments and Plugins:
Ableton 9.6.1 or later
Native Instrument Massive 1.3 or later
Reveal Sound Spire 1.1.2 or later
For the Mastering Template Project you will need:
Ableton Live 9.6.1
FabFilter Pro-Q 2
FabFilter Pro-MB
FabFilter Pro-C2
FabFilter Pro-L

